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The study uses Vector Error Correction Modelling to identify the influence of speculation) on the 
prices of oil and gold. The motivation for the analysis was a report by Antoshin and Samiei for the 
IMF World Economic Outlook September 2006 edition on speculative influences on commodity 
prices. The dissertation presents a critique of this study and otTers an alternative specification of the 
equilibrium equations which are central to the VECM approach. In place of the time trend included 
in the equilibrium model specified by Antoshin and Samiei, the model specified in the dissertation 
relies on the arbitrage relationship between spot and futures prices as the equilibrium relationship in 
the markets for oil and gold. This enabled the study to conclude that the important assertion made 
by Antoshin and Samiei that, in the market for oil, causality has been from higher prices to 
increased speculative activity, and not vice versa, cannot be substantiated. 
In both markets investigated, the application of the revised equilibrium model finds that speculation 
has a pervasive and relatively stable effect on prices. In the oil market. speculation only has an 
effect in the short run, while the long run equilibrium price of oil is independent of the effects of 
speculation - long run causation in either direction is precluded by the stationarity of speculation. 
In the market for gold, speculation influences prices in both the short run and long run. The 
coefficient on speculation in the co integrating equation is highly significant and, contrary to 
expectations, negative. This analysis does not investigate the possible reasons for this, but suggest 
that it would be a useful avenue for future research. The speed of adjustment coefficient on 
speculation was not statistically significant, indicating that although speculation forms part of the 
long run equilibrium it is not the way in which equilibrium is achieved. This study finds that, in 
both the short and long run, speculation in the gold market does not respond to prices. Inventory 
levels for oil impact equilibrium prices which introduce questions about the appropriateness of the 
arbitrage relationship as an explanation for price movements in the oil market. This affect is absent 
in the gold market. 
The results indicate that oil and gold prices do not always reflect only demand and supply 
fundamentals, but also a demand for speculative holdings predicated on the expected change in the 
value of the commodities. 
Speculation is defined as per the study by Antoshin and Samiei (2006) in the World Economic Outlook as the 
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Commodities are important for the South African economy. Approximately 20% of the value of 
exports are precious metals (own calculations based on National Accounts data). Close to 40% of 
the market capitalisation of the JSE is resource based, and growth in South African output is highly 
correlated with global commodity index returns (own calculations based on National Accounts and 
JSE data). The importance of commodities to the SA economy gives urgent need to understand and 
evaluate the drivers of commodity prices. 
The global economy in the last five years has been expanding at a rapid rate. The increase in global 
output has seen unusual growth in demand for the resources used as inputs in the production 
process. This growth in real demand for commodities with no commensurate increase in supply, 
has led to exceptional increases in the price of commodities. 
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the World Economic Outlook (WEO) September 2006 
edition dedicated a chapter to the boom in non-fuel commodity prices and whether it can be 
sustained. They conclude that since demand for metals is a consequence of faster global growth 
and rapid industrial production growth, "the speed and costs of supply additions will determine 
whether metals prices retreat from the current high levels in the medium term."(Sommer, 2006, p.9) 
Borensztein and Reinhart (1994) comment that traditionally commodity price models included two 
demand variables: the state ofthe business cycle in industrial countries and the real exchange rate of 
the US dollar. The authors find that a broader definition of aggregate demand - one that includes 
output developments in Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union countries - and commodity 
supplies are further important determinants of commodity prices. This view point is supported by 
evidence presented in the 2006 WEO regarding demand for commodities from China. The WEO 
points out that "China has become a key driver of price dynamics in the metals markets. During 
2002-05, China contributed almost all of the increase in the world consumption of nickel and tin. 
In the cases of lead and zinc, China's contribution even exceeded net world consumption growth. 
F or the two most widely traded base metals (aluminium and copper) and for steel, the contribution 
of China to world consumption growth was about 50 percent." (Sommer, 2006, p.5) 
Antoshin and Samiei (2006) estimated the effect of speculation on commodity spot and futures 











suggested by fundamentals has focused on "correlations rather than tests of causality, and has 
tended to be anecdotal or circumstantial." (Antoshin and Samiei, 2006. p.16) The authors attempt 
to asses the empirical validity of the direction of causality between movements in prices and 
changes in speculation. They employ a rolling Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) to capture 
the recent run up in commodity prices and the changes in the relationships over time. They find 
that the increased speculative activity in the commodity markets they investigate is the result of 
higher prices. That is causality has been from higher prices to increased speculative activity. 
"Subject to data limitations ... the results for the five commodities in the sample provide little support 
for the hypothesis that speculative activity ... affects either price levels over the long run or price 
swings in the short run. In contrast there is evidence (both across commodities and over time) that 
speculative positions follow price movements." (Antosh in and Samiei, 2006, p.18) 
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine closely the Antoshin and Samiei (2006) study and in 
particular the specification of the model used and the methodology applied. The results of this 
stud/ suggest that the authors misspecified the long run equation and consequently the results of 
their study may be questioned. An alternative specification is suggested and evaluated. The aim of 
the study is to establish how an alternative specification of the long run equilibrium model of 
commodity prices, one that is regarded as more appropriate, might alter the conclusions reached by 
the authors. 
The dissertation has the following stl'Ucture. In section 2 the reader is introduced to the concepts of 
short selling and futures contracts as this is the way in which the hypothesis regarding speculation 
and its effects on prices are evaluated The section outlines the theoretical relationship between 
futures prices and spot prices. Section 3 derives the spot-future parity relationship. Section 4 
introduces Vector Error Correction Modelling to familiarise the reader with concepts important for 
understanding the methodology and the results. In section 5 Antoshin and Samiei's methodology 
and results for oil are presented. Section 6 estimates the same relationship using an alternative 
specification and the results are then compared and contrasted with those of Antoshin and Samiei 
(2006). The effect of speculation on the equilibrium price of gold is also estimated. The study 
concludes that speculation does influence the prices of the commodities investigated. The 
conclusions are summarised in section 7. 
2 The analysis is conducted within the framework specified by Antoshin and Samiei (2006). No alternative theoretical 











2. The theories of futures and spot price relationships 
The spot price is the price of an asset for immediate delivery. A futures contract calls for delivery of 
a commodity at a specified maturity date at an agreed upon price - the futures price. A trader taking 
a long position agrees to purchase the commodity, while the trader taking the short position agrees 
to sell the commodity at contract maturity. Assuming no transaction or holding costs, the profit 
from the long position is equal to the losses from the short position (and vice versa) and equals the 
spot price at maturity less the original futures price (Hull, 2006). 
Profits and losses accrue to traders in a process known as marking to market. At the initial 
execution, each trader is required to deposit cash or near-cash securities in a margin account. 
"Margin" varies between 5% and 15% of the total value of the contract and more volatile 
commodities have higher margin requirements. The deposit of near-cash securities means that there 
is little opportunity cost to the traders in posting margin. Both the buyer and the seller are exposed 
to losses and so both are required to post margin. The clearinghouse requires that losses and gains 
be recognized daily. This ensures that as the price changes, proceeds accrue to the trader's margin 
account immediately (NYMEX). It is possible that the leverage inherent in marking to market has 
the unintended consequence that traders might have to liquidate arbitraged portfolios before the 
mispricing corrects. 
2.1. Modern portfolio theory 
Bodie. Kane and Marcus (2002) explain how modern portfolio theory "fine-tunes" the notion of risk 
premiums and the determination of asset prices through the insight that any asset that has positive 
systematic risk must trade at a discount to its expected value. Instead of the traditional hypotheses 
(outl ined below) where speculators enter into the futures market if they are sufficiently 
compensated by expected profits. all asset prices are determined by the aggregation of risk 
preferences and return expectations. The value of the asset today is it's expected future value 
discounted by an appropriate risk adjusted rate. Formally So= E(S r~ where So is the spot price, 
(I +k) 
E is the expectations operated, S7 is the spot price expected to prevail at time T and k is the 












transactIOn costs, that So = ( .)7 
1 +r f 
1 +r. 7 
By solving for F o, one finds that Fo=E(Sr)(--f) 
1 +k 
is the current futures price on a contract that matures at time T, and r I is the risk free rate. 
The insights of modern portfolio theory do not take into account the effect of temporary supply 
shortages or gluts. We turn to the theories of normal backwardation and contango for insights on 
the reaction of the market to temporary supply shocks. 
2.2. Normal backwardation 
The theory of backwardation is associated with John Maynard Keynes (1930) and John Hicks 
(1939). They argued that for most commodities there are natural hedgers who would like to reduce 
risk. Producers of a commodity would prefer to take the short position and sell their goods at a 
guaranteed price in the future. In order to entice speculators to take the long position, producers 
need to offer speculators an expected profit. The desire of the producer to reduce the risks of 
production coupled with the desire for expected profit by the speculator results in the futures price 
of the commodity trading below the expected spot price. The expected profit to the speculator 
equals E (S T) - F o. The expected profit of the speculator is the expected loss of the producer, but 
the producer is willing to bear the expected loss on the contract in order to reduce the risks involved 
in production. 
Normal backwardation thus suggests that the futures price will be bid down to a level below the 
expected spot price (k >0) and will rise over the life of the contract until at maturity S r= Fr. 
When a temporary supply glut occurs, the producer of the commodity will accept a lower price and 
the market will be in normal backwardation. 
2.3. Contango 
The opposite of normal backwardation is contango. Keynes (1930) and Hicks (1939) explained 











Where a commodity is an important input, purchasers of the commodity would like to reduce risk 
and lock in the price that must be paid for the commodity. Processors, or purchasers, of 
commodities are natural long hedgers of the commodities. As such, it is expected that they will pay 
a premium to reduce risk and speculators will enter the opposite side of the contract for the 
expected profit. 
Contango thus suggests that the futures price will be bid up to a level above the expected spot price 
(k <0) and will fall over the life of the contract until at maturity S T = FT. 
When temporary supply shortages occur, the market will be in contango as consumers of 
commodities will be willing to pay a premium. 
3. The Spot-futures parity relationship 
Bodie, Kane and Marcus (2002) offer the following explanation for the relationship between spot 
and futures prices: An investor who buys a commodity in the spot market and enters the short side 
of a futures contract locks in the difference between the spot and futures price. The return on this 
portfolio, of holding the commodity and agreeing to sell at some future time at an agreed upon 
price, is without risk and so the appropriate return is the risk free rate. Where storage costs are 
incurred, the return of the portfolio after storage costs must equal the risk free rate. In order to 
create a hedged portfolio the underlying commodity needs to be borrowed at a cost to the borrower. 





Where r is the risk free rate, F 0 is the futures price, So is the spot price, and c is the lease rate. 
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 
So( l+r+c)=Fo 
In (( So)( I + r+ c ))= In( Fa) 
In (So)-ln(Fo)=-ln (( I +r+c)) 











Where f 0 is the natural logarithm of the futures price, So is the natural logarithm of the spot price, 
k is the continuously compounded return required ( e -k = 1 +r +c). Note that k includes the risk 
free rate and the lease rate. 
The long run equilibrium relationship between spot and futures prices is given by Eq. (2). In 
equilibrium, the difference between the logged futures price and the logged spot price should equal 
the continuously compounded risk free return plus the cost of creating the portfolio. 
The mechanism by which these two market reach equilibrium is arbitrage. When the risk free 
pOl1folio does not offer the risk free rate, traders will enter the market and sell the relatively 
expensive asset in order to buy the cheap asset. When the difference between the futures and spot 
price exceeds the risk free rate (adjusted for costs), one expects to see an adjustment in prices as the 
expensive futures contract is sold and the asset is purchased at the lower spot price. Any 
disequilibrium will be bid away by arbitraguer.~·. 
The application of the spot-futures parity relationship is limited to commodities where there is 
unlimited supply of the commodity. In instances where a supply shortage occurs, the spot price will 
rise to reflect the demand and supply conditions. If however the supply shortage is expected to be 
temporary the futures price of the commodity need not necessarily adjust in line with the parity 
relationship. This is because it is not possible to bring future supply to the market. In these 
instances the supply shortage and the impossibility of arbitraging supply across time, could lead to 
the breakdown of the spot futures parity relationship. In commodities or assets where no such 
supply constraints exist, the spot futures parity relationship is expected to hold as arbitraguers will 
bid away any out-of-equilibrium profits. 
4. Vector error correction modelling (VECM) 
Cointegration was introduced by Granger (198\). Nonstationary series are said to be co integrated if 
a linear combination ofthese series are stationary (Fedderke, 2003). The inability of single 
equation techniques to identify the number of cointegrating relationships and the imposition of a 
priori structure on the data has seen the increasing use of multiple equation techniques to estimate 
equilibrium relationships between macroeconomic time series variables. Multiple equation 











relationships, the long run equilibrium coefficients, out-of-equilibrium adjustments and short run 
dynamics. 
4. 1. Johansen approach3 
The general n dimensional VAR specification is given by ZI= Al ZI_l + ... + Alt/ Z I_/tl +8+£1' Where 
JJ1 is the lag length, 8 deterministic trends and £1 a Gaussian error term. 
Reparametrization provides the general VECM specification: 
I-I 
.:1ZI = L r,.:1 ZI_'+ n ZI_;+\ + £1' (3) 
,=\ 
The hypothesis that H \ (r): n =(X f3' amounts to a test for the existence of r cointegrating 
relationships. n isa nXn and (X,f3 are nxk matrices of full rank. Therefore H 1(r) isthe 
hypothesis of reduced rank of n. Issues of identification arise where r> 1 . See Wickens (1996), 
Johansen and Juselius (1990, 1992) and Pesaran and Shin (1995a, 1995b) and Pesaran, Shin and 
Smith (1996). Restrictions on the loading matrix ( (X ), the cointegrating space ( f3 ) and the matrix 
( r ) (representing the short run dynamics) can resolve the issue of identification. 
VECM~ estimation allows one to identify the long run equilibrium equation and the short run out of 
equilibrium dynamics. (See Eq. 4 below for the specification of the VECM in this analysis). The 
f3 vector identifies the long run equilibrium relationships, while the (X matrix contains the speed-
of-adjustment coefficients. These coefficients provide the speed with which each variable's 
deviation from the long run equilibrium is eliminated and the variable adjusts back towards the 
/,-\ 
equilibrium when out of equilibrium. The inclusion of the L r.:1 Y
1
_, terms allows the researcher 
1=\ 
to investigate the short run dynamics of the system. 
{-I 
.:1V=(XR')J +"r.:1)! +£ 
,,' J.' l-l ~ f-f (4) 
1=\ 
3 This discussion closely follows the notes of Fedderke 1., Times Series Econometrics, 2003 












In order to calculate the number of co integrating vectors, the standard Johansen approach requires 
that only nonstationary I( 1) variables be included in the VAR. Stationary I(O) processes may be 
included. but each stationary variable will provide a co integrating vector. When estimating the 
system one needs to control for each I(O) variable included. Stationarity can be identified with 
Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root tests (Dickey and Fuller, 1979). 
The first step in estimating a system of equations is to test for the order of integration of the 
variables to be included in the system. Once the order of integration has been established the lag 
length (L) needs to be determined. The appropriate number of lags is selected to ensure that the 
VECM has Gaussian errors. An unrestricted VECM is then estimated. 
VECM estimation requires the determination of whether the system needs to be conditioned on any 
stationary variables, including indicator variables. Before proceeding with estimation, the number 
of cointegrating relationships needs to be specified. The maximum eigenvalue and trace statistics 
test for the reduced rank of the system. 
Following estimation of the unrestricted VECM, one can test for exogeneity and linear hypotheses 
on the co integrating relationships. The cointegrating vectors identified in the data as this stage are 
statistical artefacts. These relationships are not necessarily economically meaningful. Restrictions, 
motivated by economic theory need to be imposed on the co integrating space. Once the restrictions 
have been imposed the researcher can test whether the co integrating vectors are identified. A zero 
row in the loading matrix ( ex ) indicates that that variable is weakly exogenous. 
The explicit dynamics and the analysis thereof is one of the key advantages of VECM. Generalised 
impulse response functions are derived from the VAR structures. The dynamics of a shock to the 
system and the evolution of the variables post the shock to a new equilibrium can be evaluated 
graphically. 
5. Antoshin and Samiei's methodology and results 
To asses the empirical validity of the claims that speculation has driven commodity valuations, 
Antoshin and Samiei (2006) provide an econometric assessment of the direction of causality 
between movements in spot and futures prices and speculative positions in commodities. They 











copper, sugar, coffee and cotton. 
In the analysis of whether speculation has contributed to higher prices the number of net long non-
commercial positions serves as a proxy for speculation and is available on a weekly basis only. 
Consequently it is not possible to capture the impact of intra week activity (Antoshin and Samiei, 
2006). The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) assembles "on a weekly basis the 
number of contracts for two categories of traders: commercial and non-commercial. Commercial 
traders are defined as those who use futures contracts for the purpose of hedging (e.g., oil 
producers, merchants, and major consumers, such as airlines)." (Antosh in and Samiei, 2006, p 16) 
All other participants are classified as non-commercial. 
Non-commercial traders are engaged in speculative activity, however some commercial traders may 
also be speculating. For instance, commodity index traders (classified as commercial traders) may 
take positions that are driven by speculative motives rather than hedging. The CFTC classification 
cannot distinguish amongst trader types within the commercial category. This has implications for 
the proxy for speculation, but cannot be controlled for. 
Each contract comprises a fixed volume of the underlying commodity so using the number of 
contracts is equivalent to using volumes. The number of non-commercial positions tracks the 
volume of contracts that are entered into for the purpose of betting on price changes in the 
underlying commodities. Net long positions (the number of long contracts less the number of short 
contracts) indicate whether speculators expect prices to rise or fall. When prices are expected to 
rise ( E ( ~~ ) > 0 ), the number of net long non-commercial positions will exceed zero. Conversely, 
when prices are expected to fall ( E( ~) <0), the number of net long non-commercial positions 
will be less than zero. 
As the CFTC does not report the number of contracts by time to maturity it is impossible to match 
speculation with time to maturity of the futures contract. Antoshin and Samiei (2006) state that the 
one year market is the most actively traded and so they expect speculation to be most active in this 
market. The analysis, therefore, makes use of the one year futures price. 











causality. A VECM allows the examination of both long-run and short-run causality through the 
significance of the coefficients. Short run causality is determined by the significance of the 
coefficients on the first difference terms, while long run causality is determined by the significance 
of the coefficients on the error correction term ( ex ) when a long run equilibrium relationship in 
levels exists (Antosh in and Samiei, 2006). 
The authors estimate the following VECM: 
L-I 
6.YI=ex({3' YI_I+J1+pt)+ L r 6.YI_I+Y+E (5) 
,~l 
Where Y,~(n 
SI is the natural logarithm of the spot price, II is the natural logarithm of the futures price, and 
n l is the level of net long non-commercial positions. 
In estimation, Antoshin and Samiei (2006) specify the cointegration rank as 1, the number ofVAR 
lags L is 3, ex is a 3x 1 vector of adjustment coefficients, {3 is a 3x 1 cointegrating vector and 
(ry~~l are 3x3 matrices ofVAR coefficients and t is the time trend. 
The model is estimated using rolling regression with window lengths of 234 weeks (4.5 years) as a 
reasonable duration for a business cycle and to cover the recent run in commodity prices (Antoshin 
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variable is included a' d¢manded by the SPO!- fU!lll¢S pari!) rda!ion,hip. Secondly. w here su ppl~' 
cons!rainb exi,! lha! may have lX'fVcr,e elfc·cts on Liw parit" relationship. as may be cXj)¢c!Cd in lhe 
marl..et for light sweet crude oil. lh.: sludy tries to caplure lhis etfect through the· inclusion of an 
il1"el1!ory ,anable. And rmally. only ,ariabk, lha! are non,tational'} are included in the long run 
relation,hip. The aim is to delcrmi"" "hclher a mor~ appropriate 'p""ificmion. one !haL allows 1,,[ 
!he lh¢amical equLi]br;um. alters the conclusion, r"ached by Arno,hil1 and Samki (1006). 
6.1. Description or data 
We im'csligale !h~ "Il"Cl 0 (. ,pecubtion lor light s\' ~~l crude oi I and gold. We ana ly'c ligh! ,weet 
crude oil 10 mabk a comparison of result> l'Oln the· Anto,hin and Sam;,·] (2006) estima!iol1 "ith 
ours. The inc lu, ion 01 gald in !he Malysis i, du¢ to !h" irnpo]1anCe of!h" conunodit" to !Ik: South 
A I""an ~conomy and th¢ bck of ,upp l~' ,hmt~ges th~t cou Id have pefV¢f'e dfects on lh¢ long run 
e'luilibrium e'l uation. Pia! inum was exclud~d fram th¢ anal~',i s because of the lack of ac!i" ily 111 
the ol1e-ycar (·utures market 
6.2. Light sweet crude oil 
6.2.1. Data charactl! ri s t ics 
The dl;'cl that ,hortag~s have on e .rui Ii hr i um pn ce, i, captured hy the inclusion of an inveli!ofY 
"ari~bk in thc long run ,·quation. Temporary 'hortage, or inventori es wi II 111 can that th~ m~rkd 
will be in ('om~ngo. "hile kmporary gluts ",II mCan lhat !h~ markd will be in hackward~tion. W¢ 
P"''' Y invmtory elfe,,!, by lhe number of days' supply sli II availabk in !hc US market Supply 
comtraint5 impac! lhe cqllilibnllm price ",1<1 il1!roduce qu¢stions aboll1the ~ppropfiawwss of!he 
aruitragc relation,hip as all e"planalion Ii" price Illov¢mem" Temporary supply shortagcs might 
leJd to a br¢Jkda"n in tlw arbi!rag-.; rdatio"'hip as discus.sed in oeclion 2. 
1\0 lea'e rat,· or storagc costs for li t;hl 'weet crLJ(k oil is a"ail~bk on a wc"kly ba,i, and so lhe 
reglli",d fetlllll \'miahl~ for ail is gi'·en hy d,¢ ri,k free h,d"e month raLe, 











intm.',t rut~ (th~ rcqll il\'<! ,.~t,,(t]). the IlLmll~1 O( net I(>n;: nOll"commcrci~1 contmel< in l11illi"n, H( 
~Hmral.!S ""IJ tho' UUIOr.:r o f ,!a)'S' S<.lp[lly 1",11 in the ' ·S. 
IktU i5 colkct.:tl f'om th" li"'t Tu,,:,J~ ~ or J:1IIlI:>r} 19<15 to the 1.1,,1 ucsda~ uf AUl:u;;, ZOOi. U,I;! 
root t",sts arr r~rf"m,,:d til d"I,mn"I" "h,'ther ,'" i:mlcs lID' stal;onal)' ur nunslali"",,,} . 
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Below we sh"" lhe r~,,,hs ol' lh~ unil moll~'l', 
Au,.;mCnlcd Dickcy Fullcr Lnil Ro, tlhl- Li.,ht "'eet crudc oi l 
LCHls (y) I'i"l difference ( .1 ~,) 
VarLahle , '> , , " ' , 
L~'g 01 ;pot (.I', ) 1,245 -0,309 -2.228 -7,0 .. 3-- -7.166** -7,220** 
I.og of l'Ulmes rri~e I f,) IK-12 run - 1_R06 -6 ,387' • -6_6 52~' -6,774" 
~reclLlalion ( n, ) _4_ '~4~· -5A66" -5 .h:1"'· nia nia nia 
Required rerum (X, I -0_642 -1.451 I.3H6 - 10,0~7'$ - 111.117')" -IO. II~~ · 
InHnlor ie, \ ,{,) -0.520 -2,9 11- -2.739 -10,204" _1 1I .2 I1 IH _10.247 H 
' C") ocnok, rej"dion Oilh" hyp .Ih,,;is ~t Ilk 50/0{ 1%) kl"'1 
Th" log OfSpol and th~ log oflhe fut~res price. lhe inlere ,t rate and lhe lll, "nlory , ariab l~, are all 
1(1), The n"mb~r of nc( long non-mmmerdal po,ilions is 1(0) nnu W ,,,. must cunclude that 
speculalion cannot caus~. and can", ·tlx ~allSed by, spot and I"tur~s prkes <_ 
6.2.2. Estimation 
The n()nsta (i onar~' rri,' e,_ required rel"rn and im emories voriahles ore included in thc long run 
equalion. Thc effect or ,)X:cuiatioll is illd "deu in lhe shorl non component 0[' the VFC~ I onl} as 
speculati on is slatioLlary, 
The fol lowing VLC~l for oil is ~stimol1cd, 
I ,_ , 




),_1 f , 
I 
I, ,{, 
5, is thc naturallo~arilhm ul (h~ spot pri"e, t, is the nalura l logarilhm of the f"tures prke, r, is 
the conlinlLOlls ly cumpounded ri sk li:ee ink r~st I'~te, q, is thc nurnber ur da),' ,upply left in (he LS_ 
i' captures (h~ cus( incurred in selling up the al'b itragc portfolio. and ". is thl' numocr of mill ions 
j The uni,'aTiate ell .. "",.,i' li " of 110< 'P .oulali .,,, ;,",i.b k in Ihe ui I "'"'"" pT.dud" tIle i, ,,, l u' i~1l of [hi, y";abl . ill 










of net long non-comm~r"ial contra..;I~. 
From th~ simpl~ VAl{ ~.'till1alion. we i LlC IlLoc lh~ numba or bgs 'IS inti LC ~lnl by lh~ Ak~ikc 
Inform~tion Criterion (L, = "l, W .. le't for cointegration with an inler"eplterm bUI LoO lim:ar 
treml' . The imerc~pt t~rm caplures (he "",1 of cn:ating th" arbilmgc rmlfolio. 
U nrcSlrictcd C oinlCa alioLl Rallk T"~l a"race Smistic) 
,] 
0.021564 21.17783 29.68 
!It tno,t 2 (L0060~<) 6.9427<)1 15.4( 
At mo,t3 0.0(4515 2.954762 3.76 
.( ~~) denotes rejectioLl of 1I-.c h~'pnthe,i, at the 5%( 1 %) level 
Trace te't imlicmes I co integrat ing c'1um lon(s) at the 5"," level 




At most 2 










~I") ,k:noks r<.:je"lion oftl", hypdhcsi, al the 5%{ 1 ~'~) kvcl 









Both the maximum eigenv~juc and lra"e slali sl;" do L'Iot rei"Cl lhc hYPOlh",is, at lhc 5% level of 
.' ;gnifi"ance. that at le~st one coint_-yrating relationship d",:.;s exis!. 
6.2.3. Expectations of long run equilibrium coefficients 
The long [lin relationship betwecn lhe srot pric", lhc lillurc, pri"" and Ihe re'luir~d r~turn is ~iven 
by '0=./'-1-. (E'1 . 2). Th~ ""dlieicnlS on the spot and flLtUl'~S prices ~re exreclcd to Ix "qual ~II<.I 
opposite in sig.n. "hile the re ym r"d return is exp""ted 10 Ix eyua l to the coefficknt on th~ srot 
pl'ice. ,",orrna lising. th" codEcie nl " n the 'rot pri"e 10 (. w~ ~xpect a coetrfckm of -I and 1 on the 
futurc> price and Ih~ re'llLi r~d ",turn. resp.:cti \ 'C I). lm "ntory is an al1"rJ1ali "e sour"" or ,uppl}', a, 
,uch the "o.:f!ki~nt is eXlXcted 10 r:lle~l thal hJgh~L' invemor) I~vds is a,,,,,,iald with lo\\er ,pot 
prJ"~S, 











Ideally thc required rCliJrn in the 10:1£ run equation for oil would lIld mk the unit co,t of,tol'~ge ~nd 
a lease rate, Week I}' .,torage CCtst , and I~~,,> r~te" ho\\ ewr. arC nol read!1 y ~,,~ dable . This lack of 
d~ta r~sults;n the re'luired relurn spo:cificd;n the long run moJ~1 for oil being ~qua l to the l'isk free 
ml" It is not LmplausLble that thc un it co,t of,tor~g~ "ould l>e relatiwly constant. say ala cost nf 
c. I'he t l-..:oretica lly corrcct (\i>count rate I I + r I G) i, l ~" t h~n the mode lled r~'l"ired relUlll 
11--,) for all (c>O) and '" the """meient on lh~ reyuircd r~turn which cxduJ~s storagc ~osts 
Th~ on~-} ~ar ji,tur~s price is construckd by st itching tog~lhcr ~ number 01' con,~c utivc l'utlll'CS 
contracts that are apprnximatdy One :-~ar from matu rity, Th~ New York Merc~rnile Exchange 
(NYMF.X) I i,l, t\\ eh'e cnntracts for oi I. enry month a contract exp ires. so that tl-..: !engt h of timc 
bet,, __ n the ,pol pricc ~nd matmity ol'th~ on~ y~ar l'uttlL'~' Comra~l Can v~r" b~tween deven and 
twelve Illnrnhs, Th~ tillle mismatch bdw~,n lh~ futu"" ~ onlr~ct. th~ 'pot pri~~ and the r~'l" ire d 
return (" hich is ~h,ays a [wdve O1 -,,(h r~tcl imrodllCCS ,ysternatic ' (nL~llln: in the r~,idu~b wh"" 
esrimating the long rUn e qu~t ion. FW1hcrlllor~. the mi,match bet wC,n lhc tim~ 10 malmit) oj' ll", 
futur~' contract and the interest rat~ variabk has co n s~qu~llCcs [or th~ c ocnici~nt vall":s of [he long 
run e'l umion. The coefficient' nn the fll1lll'es pric~ are expected 10 be biased down,,~rd, below 
Unil). "hile the c"cjJici~nt on 11"" r~ yuired return , -ariable ,viii again h;, bia'e(\ cimvn\\ard, 
6.2.4. Long run estimation results 
From the result, of the unrestricted VEer- I. a, can]x, SeCn lx'low, all the ,'ariablc, al'e~, expeckd 
anJ hiShl" "gnilicant with tl", exc. :,inn o[the risk free rate, The ~,timat~s ar~ !orlhe VECM 










Vcctor LOrra. Corrcctirm Estimate' _ Lo n.; run ~ ,ui l ,bri llln lor ilij ht s\\ ect crude oi l 
Spot pric~ Futurcs price Required 





0(**) dmolcs rej ~ction o j' the hyp lhesis at thc S'Yo( l 'Y.) level 








The wdli~[ellt 0" the spot pric. ha < been norrnal iseJ 10 unit;.. and as expected the ('oefficient on 
the futllres prices is closc w Ilnity althoug.h hiased lower by the maturity mismal<'h dis('u"ed earlier. 
rhe inventory varia ble's cocfficien ~ is negat i\'e a' expected - the more i n\ ~ll tories are a",ulable in 
the mar~et. the lower the spot price of oil. The coeffi c[~nt on the ri,k Ii-c . rale is completciy 
('OIltrary 10 the expeded \alue , Th... expected va lue ofth. coellici~nl i, po , illve one. Ho\\c\'cr il 
wa' expected to I"" bia:>eJ JOWll"an\S as a ""ult of lhe ex(' lusion of'Wrage co,1> from the long flHt 
equation amI the malu rity mismatch. 
Fig.urc 4-S. below, shows the c\'olutioLl of the long nlLl coeffic iCLlts and the <)0% COLlfldence leve l._ 
Following the Antosh in and Samiei (2006) methooology. a ro lling V T -:C~l i:> ~stimaled. In ~ach 
r~gre,"ion !k num ber of lag, in tf-..: VAR " select~d u~cording to the Akaih In limnatio" C "lerion 
and one wim~gratill g \ ector" spe ~i fi~d. A " ,indow lenglh of 7 ;.~ars is used 10 :>mooth oul thc 
volat [I it)' ob,erv~tl in tl Ie e,timales v I' Anto ,hm and Samiei (2006), 
As a resilit of thc u nex)X:<"\cd coefficicnt OLl thc risk free ralC , cOll pled \\ ith lhc knowkJge or lloe 
bias il1lrodu ~ed th r011gh the I~c k of wee kly unit '!o rage ('ost" the coefficient on the futures price is 
r~'trickd to lh~ theordical ly ~ xp e c led value of n eg~tive one, Il" ho ped that the coefficient on the 











Fis;ur~ J' ('o~fJici~1I1 on Ih" risk .trL~ rale in Ih,' .'q"rI iMil/1n eqlllllion 
w ,-----_________ -----, 
Fiy,IIYC 5_ ('ocfficiclI! on Ih~ i"wlII"')' variaMe in Ihe "qui! ihriu", <,qualion 
, G 
,. ,~V' 
, 2 I 
.0 / 08 
" " OG / 
04 
_02 
2002 20 0 5 2006 2007 
Th~ cham ar~ i Ildicati,-c of a , tabk long. nlll I'C lat ionship hetween lhe ,ariables. '1l1~ coefficient on 
th" ri,k Ieee rat~ remains negaliw. but is not ,t:Jli,tically significam in any of the estimati OI1 
p,noJs. The codl ,,,ienl on th" inv~ ntori"s var iable is stahle and sign ifLcant throug l>out_ Ilowe\'er. 
by rcstrining th~ codli,-ient on the fUlUr~ pri"e (0 negative one, the im-entory coefficiem has 
beconw much smal kr (han the ,alu. "stim~(~d m-~ r (he lllil sample 
The slahdity oflhe codfociems in lhe long run equation is nOliccabl: differen t frOl~ (he VO la(llc 
codfici~nts est imated b: All10shin .u1 d Sam;ci , scc F 19urc 1. 
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FiKur(' 9 '''j;~~d oj ",ljuslml'l1/ coefficient nn invenlmw.I 
o_~ .-______________________________________________________________ -, 
Th~ codficients on spot and fUlllr~J pr i('e inlhe Ion!! run eyuJtioll \s re,trict~d 10 k on~ and 
n~gativ~ one. r~spectivdy_ Th~ stabilily orlhe l'ocUicicnls arc notic~abk and ditfer vastly in this 
'lahi lily Ii-om lhe Jdj u,lmenl coellLcienh eSlirndtd by Antoshin and Samiei (200(,) Only the 
III wnlori~, vJriJhlc is slalblll'al ly ";:gnificant throughout the esti lllation ]J<'riod. The mdlicictlls Oil 
Spul prices. futur~s pric~s and th~ r~,,<u i r~d rdum are not st~tistic~l l y ditf~rent Irom LCrn lur mo,t of 
1k estimation period. Spot and futures prices and r~quir~d returns are ~ ~o!!enous. In\,mlory lcveb 
adju_'t to bring the syst~m hack to e.tUilihriull1 
6.:2.5. Short run effects of speculation on the spot and futures price of oi l 
AntoshLn and Sanltci (2006) lllc-ludaJ net long nun-eoll1mer~i,, 1 pus ilions in lhc long t11n equation. 
d~spi1c the unit roottc,ts indieJti", that the s~ries i, stationary. \Vh~n One includes speculation in 
th~ _, hort run equation' instead. one cannot reject that _'peculation has an inf1u~nce on th~ pric~ of 
nude oil. Th~ ,horl run dYllamics .• how lh.al hmh. the spol and lh~ rlllur~, price or oil respolld 10 




























* (* *) denotes rejection of the hypotheses at the 5% (I %) level 








The table above shows the effect of speculation on the changes in the spot and futures price of oil. 
In both instances speculation drives prices higher, followed by a number of weeks of correcting the 
over valuation that follows. 
These results are different from those presented by Antoshin and Samiei (2006), see figure 2. The 
concurrent week's level of more or less speculation is associated with higher or lower prices. This 
effect is then corrected in the weeks that follow. These results show that it is the level of net long 
non-commercial contracts that is important in the price changes for light sweet crude oil and, not as 
per the previous study's estimates, the changes in number of net long positions. The charts in 
Appendix I indicate the pervasive and constant influence that speculation has on the change in 
prIces. 
6.3. Gold 
6.3.1. Data characteristics 
The amount of gold mined is a very small proportion of the world's stock of gold (Skousen, 200 I). 
Any arbitrage trader can trade away disequilibria by borrowing gold from various institutions. The 
rate at which you can borrow the gold is known as the lease rate. The lease rate of gold is only 
available from 13 January 1998 and so we estimate the VECM from then to the end of August 2007. 
The required return for creating the arbitrage portfolio is equal to the one year lease rate plus the 
one year risk free rate. We show below the natural log of spot and futures prices, the continuously 
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- required return ' I =-- speculation I 
We show the results of the unit root tests for spot and futures prices, the required return and the 
number of net long non-commercial contracts in millions of contracts below. 
Augl11e~~ed Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test - Gols!. ________ ~ ________ ~ 
.. 
Levels (y) First difference ( L1 y) 
Variable T TJi. TT T TJi TT 
. 
Logofspot(sl) 2.395 1.319 -1.776 -5.148** -9.465** -9.600** 
Log of futures price (fl) 2.388 1.355 -1.671 -4.988** -5.361** -9.521 ** 
Required return (kl -1.087 -1.460 -0.902 -6.451 ** -6.469** -6.592** 
Speculation (n l ) -1.195 -1.799 -6.167** -9.900** -9.922** -9.916** 
*(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1 %) level 
The log of spot, the log of the futures price and the required return are all 1(1). The number of net 
long non-commercial positions is also 1(1). The 1(1) characteristics of the speculation variable 











the contrast with oil, where by the leO) nature of speculation it followed that speculation could not 
cause (or be caused by) spot and futures prices. 
6.3.2. Estimation 
The nonstationary prices, required return and speculation variables are included in the long run 
equation. The effect of speculation is included in the long run specification of the VECM as 
speculation is nonstationary in the gold market. 
L,-1 
,1 YI=c«f3' YI - 1 +/J)+ I r,1 YI+Y +E (7) 
St 
Where YI= II 
kl 
1=1 
SI is the natural logarithm of the spot price, II is the natural logarithm of the futures price, k I is 
the continuously compounded required return - which includes the risk free rate and the lease rate, 
n l is the number of millions of net long non-commercial contracts. 
From the simple VAR estimation, the number of lags to include (using the Akaike Information 
Criterion) Ll is ten. We test for co integration specifying ten lags and an intercept term, but no 
linear trend. Both the maximum eigenvalue and trace statistic do not reject the hypothesis, at the 
5% or I % level of significance, that at least one co integrating relationship does exist. The results 
are tabled below. 
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace Statistic) 
Hypothesized Trace 
No.ofCE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic 
None 0.092651 72.35873** 
At most 1 0.038530 24.61956 
At most 2 0.009935 5.327199 







*(* *) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%( 1 %) level 

















Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue) 
Hypothesized Max-Eigen 5 Percent 
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value 
None 0.092651 47.73917** 27.07 
At most I 0.038530 19.29236 20.97 
At most 2 0.009935 4.902285 14.07 
Atmost3 0.000865 0.424915 3.76 







Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating equation(s) at both 5% and 1 % levels 
6.3.3. Expectations of long run equilibrium coefficients 
NYMEX lists contracts for gold that mature in Feb, April, June, August, October and December. As 
there are only six contracts per year, the time between the spot price and the one year futures price 
could vary between ten and twelve months. This mismatch (as with oil) will introduce systematic 
structure in the residuals of the long run equation. 
However, as with oil the coefficients on the futures and returns variables are expected to be biased 
downward, below unity. This is as a result of the maturity mismatch between the required returns 
and the futures contract. The net long non-commercial positions (the proxy for speculation) ought 
to be statistically insignificant if speculation in the long run has no effect on prices. 
+1 
-I 




given that y{= i{ 
k, 
n{ 
6.3.4. Long run estimation results 
All the variables are highly significant and it can be seen that the long run coefficients, with the 
exception of speculation, are as expected. The theoretical equilibrium relationship between the 
required return, futures price and the spot price is supported by the empirical evidence. The 
significance of the speculations variable in the long run equilibrium equation suggest that 
speculation does affect equilibrium prices in the long run. Estimates of long run relationships over 











loading matrix coefficients. 
Vector Error Correction Estimates - Long run effects of speculatio~ in the market for Gold 
Spot pnce Futures price Required Speculation 
s , f, return k, n, 
=----
Long run equilibrium ( f3 ) -1.000 1.009** -0.774** -32.0£-05** 
n/a (0.008} (0.0722 (5.20£-0~ 
Speed of adjustment coefficients ( ex ) -0.380** -0.412** 
(0.099} (0.099} 
*(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1 %) level 




As expected the required return coefficient is biased to below unity. The futures price coefficient, 
which had also been expected to be biased to below unity, is slightly higher than expected and at the 
5% confidence limits not statistically different from one. The elasticity of the spot price, futures 
price and the required return to speculation (millions of net long non-commercial contracts) is 
0.189%, 0.188% and 0.002%, respectively. The number of net long non-commercial contracts is 
associated with lower spot and futures prices. This analysis does not investigate the reasons for 
this, but the author suggests that this might be a valuable avenue for future research. 
The adjustment coefficients indicate that speculation and required returns are exogenous. The 
adjustment coefficients on the price variables are statistically significant and negative. 
Figures 11-13 show the evolution of the long run coefficients and the 90% confidence levels during 
the estimation period is shown. Following the methodology of Antoshin and Samiei (2006), a 
rolling VECM is estimated. In each regression the number of lags in the VAR is selected according 
to the Akaike Information Criterion and one cointegrating vector is specified. A window length of 7 
years is used. The coefficient on the spot price has been restricted to -1. In each regression the 
number of lags in the VAR is selected according to the Akaike Information Criterion and one 
cointegrating vector is specified. The figures are indicative of a stable long run relationship 
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6,3,5, Short run effects of speculation on the spot and futures price of gold 
Th~ sl-ton run dynamics sho .... that bo(h (he spo( and lhe tu(ures price or go ld respond 10 lhe 
pre' iOllS "e~k's change in the spot and tulure price. blll (hal speclIla(ion is rl<J( responsivc to lhese 
chang~'_ 111 hUlh inst~nccs specu lation has a statistically signiticant eflcct on prices with a tv.o 
week bg. As wilh the long run ~quali()n, (lw effec( of more ne( long nOll-commercial contracts all 












Vector Error Correction Estimates - Short run effects of speculation 
I1fl 11 SI I1nl 
I1f'-1 -l.057** -0.774** -242.852 
(0.376) (0.378) (309.756) 
I1f'_7 -0.852** -0.788** -88.981 
(0.345) (0.347) (284.033) 
11 f'-8 0.703** 0.453** 214.276 
(0.347) (0.347) (285.417) 
11 S,_1 1.247** 0.954** 300.140 
(0.377) (0.379) (310.785) 
11 S,_7 0.726** 0.655** 79.529** 
(0.353) (0.352) (288.188) 
11 S,_8 -0.705** -0.474** -232.783** 
(0.350) (0.352) (288.399) 
I1n,_2 -23.4E-05** -22.5E-05** -0.069 
(7.1 E-05) (7.1 E-05) (0.058) 
I1n'_3 -0.000 -8.72E-05 -0.154** 
(7.2E-05) (7.2E-05) (0.059) 
*(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1 %) level 
Standard errors are given in parenthesis 
The coefficient on speculation (one week lagged) in the spot and futures price equation is never 
statistically significant. It can be concluded that speculation does not affect the spot and futures 
prices of gold one week later. The effect of speculation on the spot and futures price with a two 
week lag, however, shows the number of net long non-commercial positions have had a statistically 
significant and negative impact on both spot and futures prices. The evolution of the short run 












Antoshin and Samiei (2006) investigated the effect of speculation on commodity prices using a 
VECM. They included in their analysis the number of net long non-commercial positions and the 
spot and futures prices of the commodities they investigated. 
In the market for oil the analysis in this paper found the number of net long non-commercial 
contracts, the proxy for speculation, to be stationary. Given the stationarity of the speculations 
variable it cannot be included in the long run equation. A stationary variable cannot in the long run 
explain the level of a non stationary variable - in this case either spot or futures prices. Therefore 
this dissertation concurs with the results from the earlier study regarding long run causality. 
Speculation in the long run does not influence the level of spot and futures prices in the market for 
oil. However, the stationarity of the speculations variable also means that speculation cannot be 
caused by spot and futures prices. The speed of adjustment coefficients indicate that equilibrium in 
the oil market is not achieved through adjustments in prices, but through adjustments 111 
inventories. 
In contrast to the earlier study, speculation was included only in the short run equations and was 
found to have a statistically significant effect on the two price variables. In any week the level of 
net long non-commercial contracts is associated with changes in prices. More net long contracts is 
associated with positive change in the price variables. The over valuation that follows the increased 
speculation is then corrected in the weeks that follow, as can be seen by the consistently negative 
and significant coefficients on the one and two weeks lagged speculations variable. 
The study also analyses the effect of speculation on the price of gold. The level of net long non-
commercial contracts was found to be nonstationary and so was included in the long run 
equilibrium equation. The coefficient on speculation in the cointegrating equation was highly 
significant and, contrary to expectations, negative. This analysis does not investigate the possible 
reasons for this, but suggest that it would be a useful avenue for future research. The speed of 
adjustment coefficient on net long non-commercial contracts was not statistically significant, 
indicating that although speculation forms part of the long run equilibrium it is not the way in which 
equilibrium is achieved. In the market for gold, it is spot and futures prices that adjust to bring the 











In the short run equations, counter intuitively the effect of an increase in speculation appears to 
reduce the price of gold. Again, the coefficient on speculation (with a two week lag) was 
statistically significant and negative in both the spot price and futures price equation. A coefficient 
plot of the rolling regressions confirmed that this was true for all the periods that were estimated. 
In both markets investigated, oil and gold, speCUlation has a pervasive and relatively stable effect on 
prices. In the instance of oil, speculation only has an effect in the short run, while the long run 
equilibrium price of oil is independent of the effects of speculation. In the gold market, however, 
speculation intluences prices in both the short run and long run. This study also finds that, in both 
the short run and long run, speculation in the gold market does not respond to prices. 
The dissertation applied a different specification of the long run spot-futures parity relationship than 
that used by Antoshin Samiei (2006). The results obtained differ from those of the original study as 
has been shown. The earlier study concluded that prices influence speCUlation rather than the other 
way around. This dissertation supports the common view that speculation influences prices and that 
prices do not always reflect only demand and supply fundamentals, but also a demand for 











8. Appendix 1 
B.1. Short run effect of speculation 
8.1 .1. Light sweet crude oil 
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